
 

Let h V E be an undirected

graph A subset of edges MEE

is a matching in h it

no two edges ni M share a

vertex Matching in graphs

have a number of important

applications and marry
interesting

mathematical and structural

properties There is
extensive literature

on the topic

Deff A matching M is perfect

if every vertex is
incident to

an edge of M



Algorithmic questions of interest are

does he have a perfect matday

what is a maximum cardinality

matching wi h

groin weights
on edges what is

a wax weight matching

min cost perfed watching

In bipartite peoples most of the

above questions can be answered

via reductions to wax flow
and ruin cost flow
Non tripartitegraphsrequire different
techniques based on blossoms



that were first identified in

the terminal work of Jack
Edmonds

in the 60 s following earlier
whh g Tutte and Berg on

structural aspects

Here we will consider linear

algebraic approach to matchip
and showcase the effectiveness
in coming up with parallel
algorithms



Some mathematical preliminaries

For an integer n 31 we let

Sim be the set of n pelmutations

over Linz n These from a group

Called the symmetric group

For t C Sn we let His denti

the element that
i is mapped to

by 0

For each r one can assign a

sign dunked by
AgmCr which

is either t I n l Sgn r is
lift

the number of invasions
wi r

is even and 1 if it is odd

Other ways of defining
the Gu Tuen

out to be the same



Let A be a n xn matrix

The determinant of A can be

defined in several ways We will

need the famula
delIA t ffg.mnH II Aireis
a
Lac bd

A

del CA ad be

f 12 21
r or



closely related to the determinant
is another quantity calledSquare
the peenanent of aauratux
dented by per A

palak Jesu Aircis

So the only difference is

no sgu Crl
cured this makes

all the difference because

while del IA can be efficiently

computed perCat is hard



Schwartz Zippel Lemma

An important tool in
randomized

algebraic algorithms
in the

following lemma

Suppose Pla Xn is a

multivariate polynomial
in

n variables

EI P X Xs Xs 3X Xz Hox f Xmas
Xf Xix

The degree of a Gem such as

Xi XuXE is Simply the turn

of the degrees of the
variable 6



og

we say p x r xn has degree d

if the degree of
each term is

at most d and there
is some

foam with degree equal to d

Lengthen Suppose plx xn

is a n.on
d of

degree at mod d
where coefficients

of p are all in a field F

Suppose we pick ac an

independently from a set S on

distinct elements of F
Then Pe pla san D E da



Easyproof by induction on n

Base case n I univariate case

p ai O iff ai is a root of p

p has at most
d roots of our F

d
Hence he plait o E

1st

Inductive step

p oh XuHo all n variables

occur in some term of p
Hence p

j oxi Pj
Lx Mn



where t is the wax degree of
in any term

Since a an are picked
independently we imagine first
picking as au and then

picking a

Pe Epla auto

Pe p x az au to

Pee plan san 101

p x auto

7 Pe Pf Xi az ian to

Pe E I



h dist h Ea

by
induction 9 by

induction

h Fa
help la i am D

1
D



Bipartite Graphs

Suppose h AUB E is a

bipartite graph that
is balanced

ie IAI IBI we want to

know if h has a perfect
matching Let a IAI IBI

Edmonds considered the following

symbolic nxn mattix

A where Aaj 0 if ij Ct E

and Ag key is it ij C E

Here Xij in a variable



Ex i

v

o_O I

I

O X32 433

Consider del IA This is a

phynomial in the
m variables

In fact a multilinear
polynomial

claim del LA to IH h has
a perfect matching



perfed

Proof Recall

dd lat f.snsnh.IEAir

It is easy to see that
for any

T CSn TT Aire o it
E I

there is some i s l Cei Hill E E

similarly II Aira 0 it

i rLi f E f i 1,2 in

hut in that case
r defines a

perfect matching ni h

Moreover the term IIIAirco



Cannot he cancelled symbolically

because the other terns do not

have the fame variables exactly
D

We cannot hope to evaluate

del A symbolically but
we

can use Schwartz Zippel henna

sve del A is a polynomial

of degree at must n

Suppose we phyni random
integers in the large G a into
each Xij to and evaluate



Let del IA a be the value

of Det A when a is inkstituted

into variables

DefdelLAia oldel IA to E I
By repeating several

times we

can get reduce the in prabakhts

The idea of using randomization
in this fashion for matchup
is due to Lorenz



Nondipartitegraphs

Bill Tutte generalized the

approach of Edmonds
to general

graphs
The Tutte matrix of a graph

h LU E is defined as

Mom It is a man mateix

where Tig Xij if
i Lj and
ij c E

and Tij Xji if i j

T is a skew symmetric
matrix



Ex 97Th

ii

O Xue 0 O

del LTI to it a

bar a perfect matching

The prof is a little more kicky
in this case Again we will use

the formula fr the determinant
det k fc2sn seria II Teriis



We need to understand the

stemdive of permutations in

terms of their cycle
decomposition

I find it useful to do this
via

a graph heppner C Sn we

can create a directed graph
Itg on the vertex set 21,2 in

as Mom For each i add an

arc isr Lil Note that if
Hit i then this cheater a

self loop We think of a self loop

as an arc leaving i and
enter y e and as a cycle of

length 1 Every i has one arc

leany and one arc entering h na

r is a permutation bigictain



Thus Hp is a partition of
1,2 in into a collection y

disjoint cycles Often this is

called a cycle cover though the

terminology can be misleading

because the cycles are required
to be disjoint

observe that

knowing the cycle cover we can

reconstruct r and hence

permutations can be represented

via their cycle decomposition

EI T l 2 3 U

Z l U 3

2 3 4



T l 2 3 h

3 2 4 I

2 4

Note that the orientation of the

cycler is important
T l 2 3

442 I 3

is what is obtained if we reverse the

arcs in the previous graph

Claire Suppose Hg has a selfloop

then II Tira O



Claim En r c Sn II Tira to

A lo j t H there is an

undirected edge ij E Ela In

particular there are no self tops in

To

claim suppose Ito has only ever
cycles and IITire to Then h

has a perfect matching

claim Suppne Hr has a cycle

C and o n'the permutation
obtained by revising the arcs of

c Then Sgu G Sgu lol



Consider the following graph

II nq.jo
clearly it does not

have a

perfect matching
but there is a

permutation l 2 3 u 5 6

that has the property that

II Tire to

The point is that the skew

symmetry in T implies that

if house one odd cycle in 0

to obtain T then

IITired II Tir't is



while Sgn r Sgnlr
Hence the Koo Gems couespondiy

to r and r will cancel out

If all cycles
ai r are even

and II Tira to Han Hui

Kim cannot be canceled
out

by any other permutation
o

Claim Let S r CSnl it has

a self hop on r has an odd length

cycle Then Easier II Iir



Proof If It has self loop
we

have II T.eru.jo Since diagonal

entries If T are O

Ld S s r t s l Ho has no

self loyal
We can pair up

peemutations

in S as follow For each

r C s find the odd cycle
with least numbered

vertex

and reverse the cycle We get
another permutation o and

it is easy to see
that o is malt

in T Father as we say

skew symmetry if T



implies that hIITircis II Tita
Abn Sgr rl Sgnlr
Hence the Sun is O

p

Haim Let r C Snl S

It II Tira to then

del Atto

Prof Recall all cycles are even

in any of Suls
Consider the monomial II Tino



Igniting the sign we have

n variables that John an

undirected cycle tour in h

The only other teens that

have this fame monomial
are obtained by taking an

elven1 cycle C ni
r and

revelry the aecs but the

sign remains
the fame and

hence terms do
not cancel n

Now we are ready to complete

the proof If there is a

perfect matching M in a



then M defies a permutation

T connnity n even cycles

s t T Xi ru t 0

in T
M Mt

TI

Conounty suppose del
G to

F a r s t II Tini to

three is a Subgraph of h



that is a cycle cover with all

even cycles But then there is

a perfect mat chin
in a

7

to
uFt

4

Iv
o

am I
a a

we can apple the Schwartz Zippel
lemma and detinue u computation



to prove the fillown

Therein Then in an Ohio time

randomized algorithm that gain
a general graph h decides

wther whether hi has
a perfect

matching or not with pub Ia

It is a 1 faded error guarantee

If he has no perfect
matchiy

always coined

Excise Reduce the problem

A checkin whether
h has a

matching of size k to the perfect
matching problem



Self reduction to find a matching

we have a randomized algorithm
to check if G has a perfect
matching Can we find one

Yes via the obvious self
reduction

Fix an edge e We can check

if there exists
a perfect matching

containing e au by checkia

whether h u u has a PM

If h u u has a PM we output

e plus a PM in h u u

Otherwise we Eompute a pm

in a ee



Total run time is Ofm nw

This can be improved to Ohio

by some clever ideas We may
discuss this later

Parallel algorithm

Is there any advantage of
the

linearalgebraic approach
to

matchip Although we may

get theoretically faster
eun times

it depends on impractical so far

fad matrix multiplication
and

the eun times only inffuve fr
densegraphs over combinatorial

methods



However one of the key advantages

of this approach
is that it

results in the only known

fast parallel algorithm

We assume some basicfamiliarity
withe parallel model such as

PRAM In this model we have

some pen identical processors
that have access to themed memory
Time is synchronized In each step

each phren can access tread weihe

0h amount of Wendy and
do 047 amount y work



The depth A parallel ear time

in the number of flips to finish
the computation Input is assumed
to be written in memory at
the start

NC fr Nicki clan namedafter
Nick Rippiiyu is the clan of

problems that can be Stoed

wi ol tog ul depth using phyla
puram NIK is thou that

can be third in 0 login depth

Various warmly access models are

atudied



EREw is the most eesliidi.ve
and hence most realistic
Exclusive read exclusive write
which means that in each step

any unenroy
location can only

be accessed by 1 processor

CREW concealed read
exclusive write

CRCW concuerent read wide

quite powerful and can

result in counterintuitively
fast algorithm

See up to wire on ARAM algorithm

Not only is the depth important



but also that work
efficiently

A problem is considered parallelizable

if it is in NE Jn some fixed K

RNC randomized memoir of Nc

Q Is perfect matching in Nck

This is a big open problem
but

the determinant algorithm

yields a RNC algorithm



this is because del LA can be

computed in depth 0 loin

This is easy to see fr matrix
multiplication and del

calculation

can be reduced to matrix
multiple

Can we also find a perfect matching

in parallel This is ur as

straightforward because
the

self reduction we saw to reduce

the search for a matching to

decision is inherently sequential

MuhrudeyNazirani e Vazirano in 1987

gave an elegant shution



Thai solution relied on an

important
observationcalled the

Isolation lemma

Leena fuppne N fl z n is a

finite fee if u elements and

Let f E 2N be any non empty

family Suppose we pick In each

i E N a weight wi uniformly

and independently from El 2 d

Then the F a unique ruin weight ht

S ni 5 3 and
In particular fu D 2n we have

its pub



Note that the lemma doesn't

impose any slimdice on F

They could be mat chief spanmy

trees or any collection
of feasible

sets Hence it is applicable to

any discrete optimizationpubbm

Pwf Let f Si Sa Sk for bme

kn Ld w Sj is wi
Define di g.gg wlsjl ngg.leg.wlSjl

we



If Li wi we call i ambigous

Pef ie is ambiguous EEE Id
because if Li is an integer and

i is picked independently of other

elements can be picked last 1

Pe 7 ambiguous element E Id
by union bound

Non unique min weight at
there is an ambigous

element why
WlSj wlsjj ngg.ir

wk

with Sj A G u say



Sj in

Pick i with wax weight in

Sj Sir Utsa Sj

say i E Sj S why

Clearly Sj is win at ft wit

containing i

And win Wls w Sj
Sj ie Sj
Li we since wlsj.tw Sizl

D

eyed



perfect

idea Suppose ruin weightpatching
is unique And

we know the

value W y this min weight
matching Then we can run the

self reduction in parallel as

follows First we compute
nin weight

perfect matching weight
w

Then each edge e inparallal

Computes win weight PM in

h e with weight we say
a

Ther e is ni pm in ul matching

if we We W

Since new wt matchiy is unique
all cedps which pan the test



form the matching

We only saw how to test whether
a graph h has a DM by
using random numbers in the

Tuttematrix T We didn't see

two to find a win ut matching

However the determinant idea

unthined with the Isolation lemma
and the kich n un y exponentials
to create seems gries an algorithm

Lex Suppose w Ww are non

negative integer weights in a graph



hi IU El s t h has a unique
mint PM with weight w

Consider the Tutte matrix Ta where

Tej Lw if i Lj and Ti zwii
if i j

Then 22W is the highest power I 2

that divides IdelFTTH

Recall det Egsign 6 IITires
All permutations with oddcycles
cancel out Only terms that

remain correspond to Magda
Aoun with even cycles



II Time I 22Wfor the unique

6 that owesfunds to the unique

min wt PM

In every other 5 with even cycles

TirLi I 22A a where
a w

IdekHH is divisible by

Idw and not by any
higher power of 2

17

Note that if M is a unripe win ut

NM ni h then M e is a unique



win wt PM ni h e

This grim air to the following parallel
algorithm

Pickfn each edge independently
a randan of weight we C Snl 2

2m38Compute IdetHall with entries

Tij 2
Wii tr il j and Tej 2Wji i j

and let 22W be highest power of 2
that divides del ft Il

3 Compute fn each e au in parallel

det Ie where I.e is the matrix

obtained by neuron y u and u

If detLT e to let It be higher



how.ua 2 that divides t.dd.LT ell

If a we W then idol e to

M ni parallel

4 Check that M is a PM

If Yes output M Else

refuel no PM

Claim My creed with photos

I shine Sip of numbers
Each has 01ns bits Hence

arithmetic operations cannot be
assumed to take 0h time



But arithmetic quatrain can be

done in parallel in 01ham time

Work increases

So phyln work but 01hint depth

Recentbleakthenghs Owariphynomial
work but phyla Ini depth
fee references


